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TOMAR Electronics Inc. designs and manufactures a complete line of industry leading lightbars, lightheads, self-contained &  complete 
vehicle systems, controllers & sirens and power supplies. All our emergency products are built to last and come with the best warranty 
in the business.  TOMAR’s extensive catalog of emergency vehicle lighting and sirens can be found at www.tomar.com.
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 RECT 13, 14 and 16 lightheads
TOMAR’s RECT-13, and dual channel RECT 14, 16 are ultra mini, ultra high 
intensity, LED warning lights. They are made of optical Lexan and hermetically 
sealed, and their fit anywhere design makes installation a breeze. They’re  some of 
the smallest warning lights on the market to meet SAE J845, SAE J595 and CAL 
Title 13 specifications. The compact size of the RECT-13, 14 & 16 makes them 
perfect auxiliary lights for all the hard to fit locations. Mount directly to the body, 
the rearview mirror, grille or the license plate. A complete line of brackets means 
you can mount this light practically anywhere.

R13/14 L-Sticks
These mini lightsticks are designed for easy maintenance using TOMAR’s mini RECT 13, & 14
ultra-high intensity lamp modules for easy replacement. This series is designed to deliver unparalleled performance in 
any weather condition. The all weather waterproof design includes hermetically sealed lamps, a potted internal control 
module as well as waterproof harness connections making it suitable for all mounting locations.

R13/14 Microbar
The R13/14 Microbar is designed for ultra-durability and easy maintenance using a powder 
coated metal housing and six of TOMAR’s RECT-13 or 14, ultra-high intensity lamp modules. 
The all-weather waterproof design includes not only hermetically sealed lamps but a waterproof internal control 
module as well as waterproof harness connections making it suitable for all mounting locations.The R13/14 Microbar 
features six warning modes, user selectable flash patterns and a dim feature for nighttime operation. Available options 
include magnetic mounting system, cigar plug connectivity with two switch operation and 20’, 30’ or 40’ cable lengths. 
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